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NECT - National Education
Collaboration Trust
SACE - South African Council of
Educators
ELRC - Education labour
Relations Council
SGBs - School governing bodies
NGOs - Nongovernmental
organisations
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Plan & Push

•Low expectations and
unprofessional conduct
contribute to fragmented
and dysfunctional
engagement.
•Some schools do improve
when expectations are
high and the school cares.
•Reluctance to ensure
people do their work.
•Unions have undue
influence.
•Parents do not exercise
their voice.

Goal

•85% of state financial
resources go to salaries.
•Other funding sources
include parents, the
private sector and donors.
•Finance less of an issue
than operational capacity.
•Physical and human
resources limited in the
majority schools and in
districts.
•NGOs provide important
but uneven support.

Relationships

•Regulated through
national and provincial
policy and bureaucratic
hierarchy.
•Delegation of
responsibility without
authority.
•Policy favours privileged
schools despite intentions.
•Line between governance
and management blurred.
•Routines favour
bureaucratic compliance
and line hierarchy.
•Accountability and
responsibility minimal.

Resources

Regulations

Position 1

•Districts, leaders, teachers
and parents work together
to set goals and support
learners to achieve
despite context.

Position 2 – Typology of Schools
Types of school governance

Leaders

Teachers

Parents/guardians

Highly functional

Communicates goals, monitors
(reviews and responds to) progress,
inspires by example and provides
support where needed

Work in teams, learn, review learning Positive interest in child’s progress
process, take pedagogical initiatives, and learning, active voice, and
enable parents and leadership to play responsive to school
their respective roles

Functional

Authoritarian, instructs, limited
coordination, works to rule

Work to rule, militantly unionised,
fragmented, operate in cliques

Limited home support, partial voice,
but respond if called upon

Dysfunctional

In crisis or conflictual mode, poor
communication, little engagement,
isolated

Absent or unpunctual, sometimes
drunk, poorly prepared, uncaring,
abusive

Absent, limited home support,
substance abusers, no voice or
interaction with school

Position 3 – A “former Model C” urban school
Learners
“They teach us how to think.”
“Teachers have passion, they lead by example and
know what they are doing.”
“The principal comes to our level.”
“We live by our values – habits of the heart.”

Parents
“I got involved because I care. I feel like I belong
here.”
“Schools should educate your child but also make
them independent, confident and able to cope with
life out there.”

Position 4 – Rural schools in Limpopo Province
Learners
“Teachers hurt us. We bottle up bad feelings and
anger.”
“Over-aged learners insult and disrespect the
teachers.”
“When teachers miss classes and nobody tells us
where they are and for how long they’ll be gone, we
sit and do nothing, make noise and get into trouble.”

Parents
“Our children are not able to read and write
proficiently at the end of Grade 3.”
“Teachers must teach all subjects in English because
learners are assessed in English. The learners fail
because they do not understand examinations
questions written in English. We know that many
teachers teach subjects in Sepedi.”

Position 5 – Two outliers in Johannesburg
Derrick Moeketsi – Principal of an inclusive
“full service” school

Venessa Moodley – Principal of a primary school
that was dysfunctional and is turning around

(Re)Perceive 1
INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY ENABLED

High capacity, but
exclusive economy

EXCLUSIVE
ECONOMY

High capacity and
Inclusive economy

What will children’s
education in SA
look like in 2030?
Exclusive economy, but
lack of capacity

Inclusive economy, but
lack of capacity

LACK OF INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

INCLUSIVE
ECONOMY

(Re)Perceive 2
Institutional Capacity (ability to deliver)

Working OK

Working
Together

Exclusive Economy
poverty, inequality,
unemployment

Inclusive Economy
social security,
equity, jobs

Working Apart

Working Aside

institutional capacity (unable to support delivery)

Plan & Push 1
I care about my
school

Root causes:
• Lack of achievable goals with
timelines
• Inconsistent compliance
monitoring without consequences
• Limited professional and
institutional support
• Socio-economic and spatial
inequality affects policy
implementation and parental roles
• Teacher quality varies (race/class)
• Accountability, value-base
orientation eroded
• LACK OF CARE

Levers:
Districts,
parents,
teachers and
leaders
collaborate to
set goals,
manage progress
and provide
support relevant
to context

Catalyse
resources

Every child can
read by Grade 3

Activate value
bases

Share
accountability
My school cares
about me

Plan & Push 2
Resources

Value base

Accountability

Leaders

Ensure a clean and effective Model behaviour and place
school environment for
the child at the centre of the
learning
school’s focus

Focus on the instructional
and moral purpose of
education

Teachers

Ensure a clean and ordered
Act honestly
classroom environment
Behave reliably
focused on learning
Place the child at the centre

Be present in class
Be on time

Parents

Provide learners with care,
uniforms, transport

Resource map

Support children with
reading and school work

Dialogues

Monitor homework and
school progress

Media campaign

Every
learner
can read
by
Grade 3

